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ABSTRACT
Historically rich and culturally vibrant, the city of Mylapore (located in Tamil 
Nadu) is a prominent temple town of Southern India, in which the Kapaleeshwarar 
Temple is treasured. The analysis of this town, in relation to its urban context, 
demonstrates the need for an architectural typology that tackles the problems 
of urban congestion, disorder, and ambiguity of access and circulation in a 
religious setting. This thesis will explore the multidimensional challenges 
of designing for order amidst the chaos of the dense and animated street 
culture of a temple town. By developing an infrastructural language that 
welcomes the progressive urban trends of commercialization and growth, while 
maintaining a sensitivity that caters to the traditionally bound culture, the design 
proposes a new urban vernacular that preserves the sacredness of the South Indian 
spiritual experience, while allowing for a layered cultural ambiance. As a record 
of its graceful evolution, this vibrant public space will finally allow the city of 
Mylapore to display its rich urban patchwork with dignity and elegance.
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INTRODUCTION
An Ancient South Indian Tradition
The soothing melody of the Veena,
The cool evening moon,
The exuberant late spring,
The refelective pond with roaming bees
All remind me of the bliss of the 
Lords presence.
Manivaasagar, Tamil Saivite Saint1 
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The Hindu Experience
South Indian history is deeply tied with Hinduism as religious traditions have 
existed since the birth of the region. Therefore, when illustrating South Indian 
culture, one cannot omit the ritualistic, traditionally bound practices that have 
existed for centuries as life and religion often hold the same meaning for many 
South Indians. Of course, the streets of South India proudly display the diversity 
of religion, culture, ethnicity, and social class that exist harmoniously within the 
region. However, based on a visible religious majority, South India can boast of its 
overwhelming population of practicing Hindus. 
Although now many more liberal reform movements exist, with the massive 
uprising of cult organizations, Hinduism has always been a religion of conservative 
ritual practice. In South India, communal temples or shrines are easily available 
for Hindus to visit on a daily basis, but most practicing Hindus still have smaller 
shrines, with idols, sculptures and paintings of deities, in their homes consistent 
with the belief that wherever God is will be a space of protection, security, and 
prosperity. For example, in countries like the United States, while travelling to a 
local temple might require a long drive, practicing Hindus might prefer to perform 
ritualistic activities like praying, offering fresh flowers and food, and receiving 
blessings at home in their own private shrines. For this reason, Hinduism has 
always maintained a duality of massive communal gathering, while also catering 
to a very personalized individual religious experience.
In India, Hindu temples are scattered around the city in such an accessible manner 
that, in addition to a private shrine at home, most practicing Hindus prefer to visit 
the nearest temple on a daily basis. Given the close proximity, ease of access, and 
monumental gathering that results from the existence of so many large temples, 
an urban holy spot becomes one of constant excitement, vibrance, and piety. This 
temple culture remains unique to South India as the religious infrastructure of a 
temple, in combination with the availability of such a large population of practicing 
Hindus, grows to become a rare communal religious experience of coexisting 
individual experiences. For this reason alone, the design of a temple complex has 
to creatively enmesh itself within the urban fabric to allow for a clean transition 
between religious space and urban space, and provide a comfortable spatial 
atmosphere for the masses.  
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Religion + City Planning
According to ancient South Indian texts, the religious experience of Hinduism 
has always remained heavily ingrained in the organization of the city and the 
architecture with which the religion has received shelter and protection. Since the 
beginning of the earliest records of Hindu practice, urban planning has required 
that a major shrine should serve to protect the respective Gods and Goddesses 
of the dynastic ruler as this divinity would also take responsibility for the welfare 
of the town and population. Thus, a city without such protective framework would 
be susceptible to any external or internal harms, while a city with planning would 
allow for harmony between religion and other urban life. 
In reverence to these traditional urban planning typologies, many religious towns 
in South India maintain a rigid urban plan influenced by the geometry of the sacred 
complex of the temple. The basic model for a ‘temple town’, as based on the 
most well known example of the religious city of Madurai, consists of a square 
religious complex of four protective walls that surround a series of larger and 
smaller shrines for worship of the various Hindu deities A large tower or gopuram, 
often ranging from 50 - 250 feet high, stands as a transition from the end of a long 
temple street tightly knit in the urban fabric, to the sacred entrance of the temple. 
As a constant to the varying styles of gopuram design, each depending on the 
region of its origin, the facades of the towers are intricately carved with ornate 
reference to Hindu mythology and stand as a living record and preservation of the 
stories documented in traditional Hindu texts. Moreover, the monumentality of the 
temple tower allows for a permanent presence to which city dwellers and outsiders 
can easily navigate, especially as the religious space remains deeply embedded 
within the complex urban fabric. 
In the rigid urban plan, streets that radiate from the temple, run parallel to the 
temple walls and ultimately lead to the main gopurams or entrances that separate 
the rest of the city from divinity. This system allows for the temple complex to 
regulate the overall plan of the city in an orderly and controlled manner such that 
clarity still exists within the rich urban life.2 
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Although most temple towns naturally follow a plan that highlights one temple’s 
activity at the city’s core, not all urban plans conform to configurations dominated 
by one focal sanctuary as many South Indian cities can boast of religious 
pluralism within the same city. In these situations, as seen in examples of 
renowned temple towns of Kanchipuram and Kumbakonam, the city plan reflects 
a peaceful coexistence of multiple separate religious cult centers, each creating 
pockets within the layered urban fabric. Since this fragmented plan accommodates 
for a much more diverse population of the numerous varying religious sects within 
South India, the sub-urban quarters are connected by roads that link different 
neighborhoods, rather than serving an overarching geometric city plan. 
Beyond these two distinctions, the rigid uni-center and more flexible multicenter 
plans of South Indian Temple Towns, other religious situations serve to 
compliment the existence of temples in established religious centers. Over time, 
as towns developed along river sites of the tributaries of South India’s Kaveri 
River, more holy spots developed and continue to attract crowds even today. In 
addition, sacred mountains have housed many temples to which devotees must 
take a pilgrimage and hike up to the rare urban site atop an isolated peak. These 
situations illustrate only a few of the many urban conditions of temple sites. 
However, they demonstrate the challenges these religious spaces have overcome 
in calmly blurring the distinction between religious and secular space. 
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1      Map of South India
        With major cities and states
2      Sri Ranganathaswamy Temple, Trichy
        Offering fresh flowers to the Diety
3      Meenakshi Temple, Madurai
        Receiving blessings from the religious fire
4      Meenakshi Temple, Madurai
        Special blessings from the temple elephant
5      Meenakshi Temple, Madurai
        Collecting the sacred ash and praying 
6      Madurai City Plan
        A rigid organization of one central temple
7      Kanchipuram City Plan
        A flexible organization of many holy spots
8      Arunachaleswarar Temple, Tiruvannamalai
        Clear southern axis to the temple
9      Arunachaleswarar Temple, Tiruvannamalai
        A temple within a mountain demonstrates 
        variety of temple urban conditions        
10    Sri Ranganathaswamy Temple, Trichy
        Gopuram as a marker and gateway
11    Brihadeeswarar Temple, Tanjavur
        Gopuram as an intricate sculpture 
12    Sri Srinivasa Perumal Temple, Singapore
        Gopuram as a record of Hindu Mythology
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Temple Town Culture
The concept of a temple town remains unique to a region of India made up of four 
states: Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, and Tamil Nadu. Although these four 
states have distinct identities with even more variation within, they share cultural 
similarities unlike the rest of India, allowing them to take on the combined identity 
known as South India. Thus, the religious culture of a temple town is specific 
to this identity as it caters to the common lifestyles of South Indian people. For 
example, just in Tamil Nadu there are over 30,000 Hindu temples, and within Tamil 
Nadu’s largest city, Chennai, 700 temples exist, which illustrates the significance 
of religion in the daily life of a South Indian devotee. 
Temple Tank + Religious Bathing
A significant component of South Indian temple is a large well of water known as 
the temple theppa kulam or stepped tank. As is the custom in Hinduism, a devotee 
may not enter the shrine without bathing. For convenience of the temple visitor, 
ancient architects constructed colossal temple tanks for religious bathing in holy 
water before going to pray and worship. The infrastructure of the steps have also 
allowed many to gather and bathe simultaneously, to cater to the large religious 
population in South India. 
Temple tanks have also served a more practical function as water reservoirs during 
the infamous monsoon seasons of South India, so that the local communities can 
collect and store potable water especially given the high susceptibility of drought 
in the Indian climate. Lastly, in more recent times as misuse and pollution have 
rendered many wells inconvenient for bathing, the tank complexes have helped 
maintain and increase the flora and fauna of the area by allowing for growth of 
green space and water life within. 
Ceremonies + Festivals
Although the shrines that house the deities within a temple are the soul of 
Hindu practice, the life is in the ritualistic practice of ceremonies and festivals. 
Religious ceremonies or pujas, often performed by temple priests who have formal 
education in the Hindu Vedic texts, can be initiated by an individual or a group as 
they come in many forms based on the specific aim of the devotee. Ceremonies 
can provide good luck, heal the ailing, bring wealth, or even arrange marriages, 
among many other purposes. 
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However, the common thread of all Hindu pujas is in offering and receiving. As 
is the custom, a devotee must always offer fresh goods in the form of flowers, 
fruits, cooked food, new clothing, sacred ashes, water, fire, and many more 
natural products. The aim of offering is to give a gift in praise of God and receive 
that same donation back with blessings. As these offerings must follow strict 
Hindu rules, most fresh goods are purchased immediately before entering the 
temple, in the marketplace, as the temple vendors abide all religious rules. Hindu 
ceremonies must also follow the Hindu Lunar calendar and be performed only on 
auspicious and appropriate days. 
In addition to religious ceremonies, which are often carried out in a personal 
manner within one’s immediate family, a more communal method of practicing 
Hinduism is through religious festivals. The main purpose of Hindu festivals in 
Tamil Nadu is to extend the rites and ceremonies beyond temple walls so as to 
permit an interaction between sacred space and urban space. Although festivals 
need not be religious, most conducted near the temple have sacred associations. 
The main components of religious festivals are processions, gathering, grand 
ceremonies, and mass commerce.  
Festival processions are religious parades in which Hindus circumambulate in a 
clockwise manner either within the temple complex or completely around it. In 
these parades, idols or sculptures of the temple deities are carried in elaborately 
decorated chariots or palanquins by temple priests and ardent devotees. The 
benefit of a temple procession is the participatory nature in which the entire 
community can partake in sharing the responsibility of carrying the deities around 
the city. Since ceremonies within the temple make access to the priests and idols 
difficult in large crowds, temple processions alleviate this tension as any devotee 
can volunteer to pull or carry the carts. 
As a result of the attraction, gathering is another aspect of temple festivals 
and ceremonies that is unavoidable given the audio-visual exhilaration of 
colorfully adorned idols, resonating group chanting and music, and streets 
packed with energetic dancers and followers. However, it is important to note 
that in India, gathering is never on a modest scale. Given the uncontrollable 
population growth and mass appeal for communal participation, 
congregation often entices tens of thousands of people. 
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Therefore, larger religious holidays also require ceremonies of more grandeur 
and planning. If a regular daily ceremony requires a garland of fresh flowers 
and a basket of fruits, a public ceremony will call for massive collection of 
fresh goods as each devotee will bring his own offering. On such occasions, 
crowd control is necessary as religious fervor can often outweigh caution 
and consideration of others. However, since public ceremonies are so 
common, priests are so desensitized to the crowds that controlling the 
masses in South India comes naturally and precautions are embedded in 
temple practice. 
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Commerce + Exchange
 The most important temples towns in Tamil Nadu have always had a  
 commercial identity: religious centers were, and still are, market towns  
 with festivals coinciding with great fairs. The simultaneous growth of  
 pilgrimage and trade is an outstanding feature of urban life in the region.
  
George Michell, Temple Towns in Tamil Nadu, 1993.3
The beauty of the South Indian temple town is not in religious exclusivity, but in 
the way this religion is delicately interlaced with the urban life that surrounds it. 
A temple town is not explicitly for one religion, but its core remains rooted in the 
religious identity of one religious complex. Immediately outside this holy core 
follows a ring of tightly knit commercial activity, often relating to the needs of 
temple visitors. Although the goods within these urban marketplaces need not be 
religious, they often provide devotees with ease of access to daily necessities, 
while also welcoming people of all kinds to this vibrant commercial ring.
Given the sensational flavor of the Hindu festivals and ceremonies, religious 
life cannot survive without commerce. In order to provide for the fresh and 
manufactured goods necessary for most services, informal and semi-permanent 
marketplaces often squat immediately outside the temple entrance for a constant 
supply and ease of access. With this, any devotee can buy what they need at stalls 
right before entering the sacred place, creating an interesting urban condition on 
the main temple street. Often known as Sannadhi Street, the main temple street 
is often lined with permanent, air conditioned stores, that dissolve into informal 
vendor stalls as one approaches the temple gopuram and gateway into the 
temple. Thus the street edges and surface serve as infrastructure for a variety of 
commercial activity ranging from pavement vendors to concrete buildings. 
However, often the line between commerce and religion is so blurry that 
vendors have been found squatting on temple grounds infringing on the 
sanctity of the religious space. Given the frequency at which this happens, 
many temple visitors have even complained of a need of more definition 
between sacred and urban space.
As a temporary solution to this problem, some temple architects like that of the 
Meenakshi Temple in Madurai decided to extend the temple complex with a 
pillared hall known as Pudhumandapam for a structured marketplace to inhabit. 
This strategy helped maintain the commercial economy but also creatively 
distinguished sacred and urban space as separate entities that work in harmony. 
 
__________________________________________________________
notes  
1   Manivaasagar.  Thirumayilai Kabalicharam. Ed. Valayapettai Krishnan.          
     Mylapore: Kapaleeshwarar Temple, 1982.
2   Michell, George.  “Introduction.”  Temple Towns of Tamil Nadu.  Ed.                
     George Michell.  Bombay:  Marg Publications, 1993. p. 4-17. 
3   Michell, George.  “Introduction.”  Temple Towns of Tamil Nadu.  Ed.                
     George Michell.  Bombay:  Marg Publications, 1993. p. 13. 
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13    Kapaleeshwarar Temple, Mylapore
        Crowds seek blessings in public ceremony
14    Kapaleeshwarar Temple, Mylapore
        Devotees gather on tank steps for festival 
15    Chidhambaram Temple, Chidhambaram
        Expansive Temple tank for religious bathing
16    Vadakkunathar Temple, Kerala
        People and Elephants gather for 
        Adi Pooram Festival   
17    Subramanya Temple, Tirupparankundram
        Informal market upon temple entrance
18    Meenakshi Temple, Madurai
        Pudhumandapam Structured Temple Market
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SITE
The Mylapore Cultural Hub
…tourists and ardent devotees instinctively understand Mylapore as having long 
been a cherished part of Madras where the borders between art and ritual, the 
sacred and the secular, the human and divine fade... 
George Michell, Temple Towns in Tamil Nadu, 1993.1 
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History of Mylapore
As one of the oldest towns of Tamil Nadu, the city of Mylapore seemed most 
appropriate as the site for this design investigation. What came to be known 
as Mylapore, literally translated as “city of the peacocks,” developed from an 
evolution of names as recorded in Mylapore’s long history:
 Centuries before Madras there was Mylapore. Ptolemy the Greek, c. 140  
 A.D., wrote of the great port of Maillarpha (or Mylarphon). The Arabs of  
 the 11th century spoke of Maila or Meilan. A Catalan map of 1375 A.D.  
 shows Mirapor. The Mestoiran Christians of Kerala at the beginning of  
 the 16th century talked of ancient Meliapor. And Camoeins, author of the  
 national epic of Portugal, The Lusiads (1572) sang:
 Here rose the potent city, Meliapor
 Named, in olden time rich, vast and grand:
 Her sons their olden idols did adore,
 As still adoreth that iniquitious band:
 In those past ages stood she far from shore,
 When, to declared glad tidings over the land,
 Thomé came preaching, after he had trod
 A thousand regions taught to know his God.2
During the reign of India’s Pallava Dynasty, Mylapore and other cities of Tamil 
Nadu, including Poompuhar, Mamallapuram and Kayalpattinam, served as ancient 
seaports along Tamil Nadu’s coromandal coast. Maritime trade flourished between 
these ports and the ports of Rome, Greece and the East Indies defining cities like 
Mylapore as commercial hubs for greater South India. 
However, the arrival of the Portuguese in the mid-sixteenth century drastically 
changed the course of Mylapore’s history. Having imagined the idea of a colony 
at the shore, the Portuguese wanted to replace the Hindu coast with their Catholic 
following, especially as they were drawn in by tales of a chapel founded by the 
Apostle Thomas on the south-eastern coast. In order for the Portuguese to erect 
Fort San Thomé in 1522, they had to push Mylapore inward, where it has stood 
since. From the Portuguese, the Pallava port has also fallen into the hands of the 
Sultanate, the French, and most recently, the British, from whom India won its 
Independence in 1947. However, in spite of this constant fluctuation of colonizers, 
Mylapore maintained a strong and unique religious and commercial identity unlike 
any other temple town of South India. 
 
History of Kapaleeshwarar Temple
Of the diverse array of religious architecture in Mylapore, the Kapaleeshwarar 
Temple is the living symbol of the pride the Hindus have in their history, traditions, 
and religion. As a monument that has existed for centuries, the temple has 
survived through drastic relocation and reconstruction, deeming it as one of the 
strongest records of Mylapore’s rich history and cultural evolution. The splendor of 
the Kapaleeshwarar temple is its ability to adapt to any circumstances in Mylapore, 
given the city’s constantly changing population and framework. For this reason, 
among others, the Kapaleeshwarar Temple has remained the treasured gem of 
Mylapore, safely tucked away intimately within the urban fabric, but still visible 
from all parts of the city.
As a religious monument, the Kapaleeshwarar Temple represents much more 
than a ‘House of God.’ Kapaleeshwara is one of the many names for Lord Shiva, 
in which Kapalam means “bowl fashioned from a skull.” The name is derived 
from the time of the dissolution of the cosmos or yuga pralaya. when nothing 
remains except Lord Shiva, who stands with an ascetic’s Kapalam in his hand. 
From this Kapalam, Lord Shiva starts a new Yuga or era and is therefore called 
Kapaleeshwara. Therefore, for Hindus, this temple is in worship of Lord Shiva as 
having created the new era.3 In addition to this, Hindu texts have documented 
several other stories in relation to this temple and its origins, laying an 
indisputable foundation for which it was built on holy land representative of a 
significant religious history. Furthermore, as prominent Madras journalist S. 
Muthiah argues:
 It is not unreasonable to believe that the Saivite temple of the ‘Town of  
 the Peacocks’ has a tradition more than 2,000 years old, especially when  
 it is accepted that Thirvalluvar, author of the immortal ethical treatise  
 Thirukkural, lived for many years in Mylapore, in the 1st century B.C., no  
 doubt because it was a great cultural and religious centre.4
      
3
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In addition to religious mythology as evidence of the temple’s historical existence, 
physical records can be found today within the temple complex that allude to 
the temple’s life story. As one of the most ancient Shiva Temples in South India, 
remarkably, the temple that stands today is not the same as the temple that was 
first built in 1250 AD. As inscriptions in the current temple indicate, the 
Kapaleeshwarar Temple holds traces of the earlier shore temple that once 
dominated Mylapore. A great shore temple dedicated to Shiva stood for many 
centuries in the ancient coastal township of Mylapore, until the Portuguese arrived. 
In pushing the city of Mylapore away from the shores, the Portuguese, it is 
believed, also badly damaged this magnificent Shiva temple. Some maps even 
indicate that this shore temple, at one point, stood only one kilometer away from 
the Portuguese San Thomé Basilica. As a result of the temple’s damage, although 
no official record exists, it is believed that the current temple and gopuram are a 
product of a major reconstruction approximately 300 years ago.  
Fortunately, today, although the temple has been relocated, the Catholic Church 
and Hindu Temple reside in peaceful coexistence with such close proximity 
that together, they  represent yet another wonderful facet of Mylapore culture, a 
harmonious religious pluralism unlike any other Indian city.  
 
Religious + Street Life
Although religious life in Mylapore holds common threads of sacred spaces in 
other parts of South India, the spiritual ambiance is quite different as the city 
reverberates with an aura of religious diversity that forces many different cultures 
to intermingle and not only practice their own religious with utmost sincerity, but 
to also practice a sense of patience for the many other backgrounds that have 
been nurtured by the open-mindedness of town. Given that Mylapore is a city 
of tolerance in every sense, cultural, religious, and socio-economic class, the 
streets of Mylapore hold responsibility for much more than circulation and access. 
One street can house a temple, church, and mosque, while also housing a rich 
merchant and a homeless pavement vendor. The infrastructure of Mylapore streets 
are of pure adaptability as they can conform to aid one function at one point of the 
day and immediately transform to support another activity at a different point in 
the day. This street structure has allowed Mylapore citizens to take advantage of its 
flexibility in both religious and commercial extremes.
Festivals of the Mada Streets 
Of all the temple towns in South India, Mylapore is one of the most renowned for 
its colorful festivals and religious ceremonies. Known for its vibrant and crowded 
annual religious and secular festivals, the customs in which devotees desire to 
participate bring the entire city to life by activating the streets and temple complex 
throughout the day and night. 
Mylapore, which follows the rigid urban plan of other temple towns like Madhurai, 
consists of a central temple complex with streets that run parallel to its walls. In 
addition to a temple complex of two gopurams, shrines, and pillared halls for open 
ceremonies, the Kapaleeshwarar Temple is also famous for its massive temple 
tank. The four Mada streets which encircle the temple, also protect the tank, 
allowing for the devotees of temple processions to circumambulate the temple 
and tank during important festival seasons. Of the festivals, the Aruvathumoovar 
Festival, Theppam Festival, Mylapore Festival, and other major performing art 
festivals are the most celebrated, attracting masses of over 40,000 people. 
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1      French Map of Coromandel Coast, 1753 
2      Mada Streets, Mylapore, 1910
        Broad and Open for Temple Procession
3      Kapaleeshwarar East Gopuram, 1906
4      Kapaleeshwarar Gopuram and Tank, 1900’s
5      Sannadhi Street and Main Temple Gopuram,          
        Mylapore 
6      Temple Chariot progresses through the Mada  
        streets, 1906
7      Devotees carry Kalasams (pots) of holy water  
        during the Kumbabhishekam or
        Temple Renewal Festival
8      Theppam or Float Festival attract masses at night  
        to the Kapaleeshwarar Tank
9      Masses pull the Temple Chariot in the           
        procession of the Ther Thiruvizha        
10    Masses carry the 63 Nayanmars in Palanquins  
        for the Aruvathumoovar Festival
11    Closeup of crowded float during Theppam  
        Festival 
12    Families fill Mada streets for the Mylapore  
        Festival Kolam Competition
13    Kokali Kattai or stilt folk dancers during Mylapore  
        Festival Parade
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Panguni Peruvizha Festival
Held in March-April, the Hindu month of Panguni, this ten day religious festival 
is most memorable for the awe-inspiring temple processions that occur on the 
second and eighth days. Known as the Ther Thiruvizha or procession of the Temple 
Chariot, the second day activities include the circumambulation of the Lord 
Kapaleeswar and his wife Goddess Karpagambal (alternate forms of Lord Shiva 
and his WIfe Goddess Parvathi) around the temple complex and tank. This event 
signifies bringing the God and sacred rituals to the people in the city in a grand 
fashion. As a participatory event, all devotees fight to pull the  chariot as their form 
of homage to the Temple deities. 
On the eighth day, in praise of the 63 Shaivite (in worship of Lord Shiva) Saints, 
the Aruvathumoovar ceremony consists of carrying all 63 bronze statues or idols 
of the nyanmars in palanquins in a colorful parade around the temple complex and 
tank. Always marching clockwise around the religious compound, as is the ritual 
in Hinduism, the festival attracts large crowds that pack the wide Mada streets with 
excitement and religious fervor.
Theppam Festival
During the month of February, the Hindu month of Thai, the idols of Lord 
Kapaleeshwara and Goddess Karpagambal are taken on a temple float across the 
temple tank. Along with the idols, vedic scholars, priests, musicians, and hords 
of temple devotees travel with the idols for a religious ceremony or puja that 
continues after dusk, which signifies yet another attempt to invite sacred space 
into the urban space. The beauty of the festival is not only in the activity that erupts 
around the tank, but also in the bright and vibrant artificial lighting that adorns the 
temple gopurams and floats and illuminates the entire city with life.5 
Mylapore Festival
As one of the largest secular events of the town, Mylapore festival is an 
opportunity to showcase the South Indian arts that  the city has helped foster since 
its origin. Ranging from kolam (rice powder art) street competitions to parades of 
native folk dances, the festival is a time of gathering on the Mada streets as the 
city is literally shut down for all festival activities. Although a fairly new concept, 
locals and tourists look forward to the event not only as an urban exhibition of the 
cultural richness and history of the small town, but also as an opportunity to be 
finally participate and contribute the cultural heritage of the city.6
A City Steeped in Culture
Religion and art function as one entity in Mylapore as most of the classical art 
forms have a sacred heritage, but are not exclusive to a religious audience.  As a 
result, Mylapore has become a major cultural hub for the rest of Chennai, South 
India, and the world. As the South Asian diaspora has spread to every pocket 
of the world, the desire for a home-base of cultural traditions has heightened, 
and Mylapore, for years, has met these demands. With countless legendary 
performance halls, including Narada Gana Sabha, Rasika Ranjani Sabha, 
Bharathiya Vidya Bhavan, Mylapore Fine Arts Club, Srinivasa Sastry Hall, and the 
most distinguished Madras Music Academy, Mylapore has a strong tradition of 
promoting classical vocal and performing arts in the Carnatic style, and a variety 
of classical dance styles. Since Mylapore has established a name for itself in the 
art scene, only the top artists of the world come to perform and attract mammoth 
crowds of ardent art lovers. 
Of the most prestigious, the December Music Season, during December and 
January, is like a cultural festival during which the most talented and renowned 
artists compete to earn a slot to perform in Mylapore and other local performance 
halls. The arts celebrated during this exciting time include vocal, instrumental, 
dance, and even lecture-demonstrations, musical discourses, and competitions. 
Although art and religion have remained separate to maintain a tolerance for 
the rich demographic, with such fervor during Mylapore’s religious festivals, 
performance art has always been gently interwoven with God in a seamless 
manner. The open-minded sentiment of the people, as exemplified in the words of 
S. Muthiah, is what helps culture and tradition thrive in Mylapore:
 The faces of tradition and the marks of religion are to be found in every  
 part of the city, not merely by its shrines.7 
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15
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The City as a Marketplace
If the typical temple town has an urban plan of a religious core, followed by a ring 
of commercial activity, encircled further by a ring of residential activity, Mylapore 
breaks all of the rules. Although a skeleton of this rigid city structure is buried 
deep within the soil, the evolution of the city has allowed all boundaries to be 
blurred by the city’s natural growth and progress. Instead of a clear distinction 
between religious and commercial space, in Mylapore, shops inhabit the very 
walls of the temple complex, a concept that would be sacrilegious in other temple 
towns.   
For Mylapore citizens, the commercial success of the city has outweighed any 
need for clarity in the urban structure, especially given the interdependence of 
religion and shopping. The beauty of Mylapore is not only in the variety of goods 
that are available, but also in the range of methods of distribution that provide ease 
of access for all levels of the social spectrum. On the same street, one can find 
diamond jewelry in an air-conditioned secure environment, musical instruments 
in a ‘hole in the wall’ setting, fresh flowers hanging from a makeshift stall made 
with corrugated sheet metal, and a colorful, aromatic array of fresh vegetables 
displayed with only a thin sheet of plastic separating it from the pavement. What 
separates Mylapore from other cities is the underlying thread of religion that 
patches all of the commercial activity together into one cohesive market culture. 
For this reason, Mylapore is an exemplary temple town, because in spite of the 
religious, cultural, and socio-economic disparity, all Mylapore citizens agree with, 
support, and find pride in the delicate symbiosis of religion and commerce. 
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14    Renowned Carnatic (South Indian classical  
        music) artists perform at the Mylapore Fine 
        Arts Club 
15    Classical dance is featured in the temple from 
        all over the world 
16    Masses gather for popular December Season  
        concerts in the temple
17    Informal pavement vendors squat on 
        Temple streets
18    Informal vendors of religious goods set up  
        daily on narrow Temple streets
19    Small shops inhabit pockets in the walls of  
        Sannadhi Street
20    Layers of Informal, Semi-Permanent, and  
        Permanent Retail line Mada streets
21    Shops permanently attached to the walls of 
        the Temple complex 
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PROGRAM
An Evolving Temple Complex
Mylapore differs in several ways from other living temple towns of South India 
in its ethnic and religious pluralism, its utter urbanity, and in the special way that 
commerce here occupies an urban space in which shops, banks, travel agencies, 
and computer schools exist on the same streets and abut the very walls of the 
area’s most renowned temple...
Joanne Punzo Waghorne, Temple Towns in Tamil Nadu, 1993.1
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2
It is important that the market infrastructure is integrated into the surrounding 
urban fabric. Markets need not be ‘disruptive’ elements either visually or in terms of traffic or 
pedestrian flow…Nor should it be assumed that markets will ‘downgrade’ an area and cause it 
to appear ‘untidy’ or messy. Careful attention to market design in relation to its surrounds can 
resolve these difficulties2
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Programmatic Assessment
In order to analyze a temple site like Mylapore, one must consider the urban 
context in which the temple resides. Like a patchwork quilt, Mylapore has survived 
an evolution unlike any other South Indian city. In a city rigidly protected by the 
British aims to maintain separation between business, pleasure, and piety, the 
reconstructed Kapaleeshwarar Temple has served as a release from the inflexible 
colonial skeleton. In fact, programmatically, the temple sacred space has become 
a refreshing community center with integration of religious, commercial, and 
residential life. If anything, Mylapore deserves credit for the way in which so many 
programs have harmoniously existed while packed in such a small pocket of the 
city. Moreover, since shopping in Mylapore is as much a daily activity as  bathing, 
store owners know to shape their stock to the needs of the people, allowing the 
commercial sector to be in a constant cycle of self-evaluation and ‘survival of the 
fittest.’ 
Within Mylapore, land use planning follows no order or structure. The only 
planning that happens naturally is the existence of religious necessities closer 
to the temple, while more secular goods tend to be farther away from sacred 
grounds. However, even within this organization, exceptions exist as the people 
have become more tolerant of the chaos as the city plan that has mushroomed. For 
the sake of future analysis, the programs of Mylapore will be organized into four 
categories: Culture/Education, Food, Religion, and Shopping, although one must 
accept that these boundaries are extremely blurry.
Culture/Education
Enclosed performance halls, schools (academic, religious, cultural arts), book stores, 
multimedia stores, instrument vendors and repair shops, costume and tailor stores.
Food
Vegetarian street food stalls, markets, South Indian Mess’, air conditioned restaurants.
Religion
Temple, Churches, Mosques, non-denominational and other shrines, tank, Mandapams 
(pillared halls). marriage halls, fresh religious good vendors, sculpture and idol stores.
Shopping
Clothes and textiles, jewelry, utensils and vessels, fresh goods and produce (flowers, fruits, 
vegetables), dry goods (spices and herbs), and many more. 
Culture/Education
Enclosed performance halls, schools (academic, religious, cultural arts), book 
stores, multimedia stores, instrument vendors and repair shops, costume and tailor 
stores.
      
5
      
4
Tailors with small shops stitch 
dance costumes for classical artists
Small instrument stores also 
contain instant repair facilities
      
3
Bharathiya Vidya Bhavan, one of Mylapore’s 
most treasured concert hall and school
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Food
Vegetarian street food stalls, markets, South Indian Mess’, air conditioned 
restaurants.
Night vegetable market near the Temple
      
6
Ambika Appalam Depot, one of Mylapore’s
finest air-conditioned grocery stores
      
8
Mylai Karpagambal Mess, a fast food cafe 
for home-cooked South Indian food
      
7
Religion
Temple, Churches, Mosques, non-denominational and other shrines, tank, 
Mandapams (pillared halls). marriage halls, fresh religious good vendors, sculpture 
and idol stores, to name a few.
Semi-permanent shop for religious 
handicrafts and accessories
      
11
Portuguese San Thomé Basilica, Mylapore
      
9
A Kalyana Mandapam or Marriage Hall 
reserved for large religious events
      
10
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Shopping
Clothes and textiles, jewelry, utensils and vessels, fresh goods and produce 
(flowers, fruits, vegetables), dry goods (spices and herbs), and many more.
Rasi House, a heritage sari store
maintained for preservation
      
14
Cubby stores sell dry goods such as 
rice, spices, and religious powders
      
13
A local market sells anything from 
fresh produce to colorful handicrafts
      
12
Spatial Evaluation + Framework for Design
Where the site gains from a rich array of program, it lacks in spatial quality as 
a result of rapid densification and poor organization. Like most large cities, 
Mylapore was born with a clear urban structure, of a sacred inner core and 
commercial and residential outer cores. However, the city continued to outgrow 
its framework without time, resources, or thought to evaluate its urban plan. Given 
these conditions, the same Mada streets that in 1798 had been bordered with 
gardens and fields have now become so narrow and congested that pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic fight for access and circulation, while layers of add-on informal 
architecture render the streets incapable of expansion.
 
Although the ancient Hindu Saint Thirugnanasambandar’s dream for the city was to 
maintain a temple compound synonymous with grand festivals in which:
  the present temple was designed ‘to give the appearance of the   
 ancient temple described in the hymn of Tirujnanasambandar with broad  
 streets surrounding it, for the several processions during festivals for the  
 deities in the course of each year as of old, to be conducted, 3
the city as it exists today is a haphazard product of urban growth inward. With the 
city’s strong determination to preserve Mylapore’s traditional heritage and a lack 
of space to grow, the city streets have become have lost their open charm as the 
block grid expands and pours into any available voids, creating spatial conditions 
of congestion, lack of definition, and claustrophobia. The city has openly adopted 
the custom of add-on, patchwork architecture in which historical ‘heritage’ 
buildings hide within a layer of concrete add-on buildings, on top of which another 
layer of informal activity and temporary shops have attached themselves.4
Given the paradox of a programmatic compatibility that coexists with 
spatial tension, Mylapore is in need of an urban and architectural solution 
that conserves the rich urban collage, but allows for clarity, release, and 
somehow also accommodates for programs that have only found available 
space in the remaining crevices of the city. Before any architectural 
design can be initiated, a broader urban site analysis is necessary for a 
structured underlay. 
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Site Analysis, Definition + Initial Masterplan Diagram
Examining at an Urban Scale
Even though the heart of Mylapore’s spatial dilemma can be found in architectural 
flaws at the human scale, before one can implement any design interventions, 
the city needs examination as a whole. The analysis of patterns in city planning 
will reveal the weaknesses of the city’s framework, especially near the temple. 
The discovery of organizational flaws will then lead to a better understanding of 
methods of mending the seams of an already existing urban patchwork quilt. 
Site analysis strategies also help reveal the tight grain of the urban fabric and the 
need for breathable public space in such a dense city. As the temple complex 
is the city’s treasure, trapped within the chaotic growth and expansion around it, 
an urban release with close proximity to sacred space seems most appropriate. 
However, as further examination reveals the high density the entire commercial 
spectrum, a new masterplan must preserve existing functions while also 
revitalizing those deadened by urban growth.   
 
      
16
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2     Full panorama of Kapaleeshwarar Temple in dense Mylapore city-scape
 
15   Crowded streets brush against temple walls violating its spiritual purity
 
16   Site model provides a panorama of the temple, tank, and site boundaries
Mixed Use Housing/Retail
Formal Retail
Semi-Permanent Retail
Street Vendors
Retail
Mixed Use Housing/Retail
HIGH density Housing
MID density Housing
Water Feature
Public Facility
Aerial map conveys a strong relationship between the temple and the city    17 
    Nolli Plan illustrates fine grain of urban fabric within a gridless structure    18
    Analysis of land use patterns demonstrates the strength of retail in the city    19
    Assessment of retail considers entire spectrum of commercial activity    20
    Snapshot of site model defines the site limits around the temple    21
First pass at a Masterplan diagram begins to explore spatial organization     22
      
20
      
19
Boundaries of the Site
The first step to organization is in zooming in and choosing a specific boundary 
that one can then program. Given the high concentration of unwanted chaos 
near the temple, especially in inhibiting the spiritual temple experience with the 
disorder of the streets bleeding into the temple complex, the site was restricted 
to the three blocks surrounding the temple. Aware that even the harshest form of 
structure can never be completely enforced in Mylapore’s informal culture, the 
first attempt at a masterplan is to create a blank slate in which all programs could 
be categorized and separated into quadrants for ease of access and clarity of 
function. With this agenda, the temple maintains its function of religion while the 
three surrounding blocks are assigned for shopping, culture/education, and food, 
respectively. 
      
21
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3  Food
2  Culture/Education 1  Shopping
 Religion
Re-Shaping Program
Without erasing the vibrant street culture of the area, the new temple compound 
will seek to reorganize old programs, while shaping space for new ones. Although 
the first step is to completely remove all buildings from the three blocks around 
the temple, the aim in planning and architecture would be to re-house all such 
programs, with the addition of some new ones, while also inventing a typology that 
allows for a breathable spatial atmosphere that enhances the quality of life of the 
people.
The new masterplan will clearly define areas for food, culture and education, and 
shopping, but will do so by designing infrastructure for specific programs:
Sector 1: Shopping
An open marketplace for religious goods, handicrafts, textiles, and all of your other basic 
needs. The infrastructure accommodates informal pavement vendors, semi-permanent 
stalls, and permanent shops. Maintenance of Rasi Handicrafts Store. 
Sector 2: Culture/Education
A religious school for education in vedic & Thirumurai scriptures and an outdoor 
performance space. Maintenance of Bharathiya Vidya Bhavan concert hall and 
cultural education facility and Rasi House sari shop. 
Sector 3: Food
Fresh food stalls, small pavillions for eateries and cafes, as well as an Annadhanam 
(soup kitchen for the poor) dining hall for temple charity. 5
 
Finding the Common Thread
Given the spontaneity of Mylapore’s urban scene, one must be cautious in 
designing an overly structured masterplan diagram as it can cause the life of 
the city to wither away, leaving a bland and empty skeleton. For this reason, 
the challenge lay more in the architectural strategy than the actual urban plan. 
Moreover, an empty canvas of space near the temple can lead to public space that 
is too monumental for human scale and can diminish the attraction of the site. 
Thus, the architectural scheme must contain a common thread of infrastructural 
design that retains an objectivity to program such that the people can inhabit the 
spaces as they please, as is the condition all over Mylapore and India. However, 
the typology chosen should also have a relative specificity to the context and 
restrictions of the site, thus allowing for a site-specific improvement not only in 
program but also in space. 
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PROCESS
A New Urban Vernacular
As S.S.Janaki explains, ‘the structural elements and the rituals merge and infuse an 
aura of divinity that pervades the temple, its activities and the environs.’ A conse-
crated temple vibrates with an inner power which emanates beyond the skin-deep 
walls of the precinct, and out into the streets. Thus, the sharing of the same holy 
wall between shop and temple, and the mutual sharing of the goods of these shops 
between gods and humans reveal that Shiva pervades the world and presides over 
all of its activities. 
Joanne Punzo Waghorne, Temple Towns in Tamil Nadu, 1993.1
      
3
      
4
      
2
1     An urban landscape, shifting groundplanes 
2     Religious school for education in Vedas
3     Devotees praying in the temple
4     Priest conducting private ceremony
      
5
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An Infrastructure of Universality
South Indian culture has a unique obsession with the infrastructure of the 
groundplane. Although people all over the world use the ground for some form of 
activity, Indian people rely on the ground for comfort and ease as they have grown 
accustomed to lifestyles of minimalism. The concept of using the ground has been 
passed on as Indian custom, as traditional forms of religious practice, culture, and 
even recreation have been deeply connected with the groundplane.
In South Indian homes, people sleep on mats on the floor for economy , while 
women use the floor to prepare food as it provides the most space. Even on the 
streets, vendors find ease and security in spreading their wares on the ground 
so they can watch over their goods and pack them up quickly. In temples, most 
religious ceremonies must be performed while seated on the ground as devotees 
must always be physically lower than God as a gesture of respect. Since most 
classical arts are religiously tied, they also have a tradition of using the floor to the 
extent that South Indian musicians cannot perform without sitting on the ground, 
and dancers cannot perform without their barefoot hitting the ground. The rare 
Indian concept of eating on the ground, is derived from a custom that has existed 
for many centuries.This translates to public temple dining halls as well, in which 
most visitors sit on the floor and eat off of cleansed banana leaves. Inspired by 
this special relationship, the architectural solution for Mylapore begins with an 
exploration of shifting groundplanes to divide and create space that caters to the 
Indian lifestyle, but also suits anyone.
      
6
Homeless man sleeping in the Temple     5
 Beggar squatting against Temple walls     6
      
8
      
9
      
7
7     Priests preparing and serving food
8     Annadhaanam soup kitchen for the poor
9     Woman cooking and washing dishes
      
11
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10
Old women drawing kolam (rice powder art)   10
 Orchestra performing at traditional wedding   11
Classical dance classes held outdoors   12
      
14
      
15
      
13
13   Bangle vendor sells goods on a blanket 
14   Mylapore vendor sells jewelry in a cubby
15   Artisan weaves handicrafts for her shop
16   Vegetable market sell fresh goods on street
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Sketches in Groundplanes
Carlo Scarpa, Tomba Brion, Altivole, Italy     17
First Pass, Conceptual Model     18
      
18
      
17
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19     Peter Eisenman,  Holocaust Memorial, Berlin, Germany
20     First Pass, Conceptual Model
      
19
      
20
      
22
      
21
      
21     Stepped Well, Abhaneri, Rajasthan
22     Second Pass, Abstraction Refined
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23
Steps of landscape, Maharashtra     23
Second Pass, Abstraction Refined     24
                            25     Wooden louvres filter light into market,       
                                     Souq in Marrakech, Morocco     
                            26     Third Pass, Layering of Shelter and Structure
      
26
      
25
Makeshift tarps enhance quality of light     27
                                                               Goubert Market, Pondicherry, India 
Third Pass, Layering of shelter and structure     28
      
28
      
27
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Sea of Tents in an Open Market,     29
                                                                     Andhra Pradesh, India
Third Pass, Layering of Shelter and Structure     30
Transulucent cover filters light into religious space     31
                                                                    Anandpur, Punjab, India  
              
      
29
      
30
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Economic success of markets rests primarily on their location and their 
environmental quality. That quality is defined by ‘vibrancy’, colour, hygiene, 
and the spatial experiences of the users..2
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DESIGN
An Urban Patchwork Quilt
A bazaar is much more than just a picturesque maze of workshops and shops in 
which tourists pick up souvenirs and get lost. It is a city within a city, with its own 
economy and way of life and a spiritual background...at first, it can be slightly ter-
rifying. As you enter the bazaar, your senses are assaulted by thousands of smells 
...If you stand in the raus of sunshine that penetrate the vaults here and there, your 
eyes are dazzled with a sea of colours. You can taste dust on your tongue. Your 
ears are battered by the hoarse shouts of the porters and the guttural cries of beg-
gars. People come closer to you than they do in western cities, follow you with their 
eyes, try to catch hold of you, make contact...
Walter M. Weiss, The Bazaar: Markets and Merchants of the Islamic World, 1998.1
1     The seams of Mylapore mended by design
2     1906, A wide open street for temple procession   
      
3     TODAY, Crowded with vehicular traffic and buildings
      
4     NEW DESIGN, clean open streets in Mylapore context
Sannadhi Street Collage
Evolution of the Main Temple Street   
      
Sketch 1, A release from the congestion, but inaccessible     6
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The city AS BUILT, packed with high rise buildings     5
      
Final Sketch, An urban release, with clear spatial definition     7
8     Concept Board
       Infusing the city with life with color
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Evolution of Design     9
                                                                       From site to intervention     
      
Ground Floor Plan + Organization     10
Sectional Model of ground level changes     11
      
  10
      
  11
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Dining Hall, Eateries, + Fresh Food Pavillions     14
      
Outdoor Performance Space     13
      
Marketplace for informal, semi + permanent retail    12
      
  15
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15     Sectional Model of roof design, patchwork in materials and layout
16     Roof Floor Plan
17     Final Model elevation of escalating roofs
      
  16
      
  17
18   Elevation Close-ups
      Snapshots of street-life to convey the existing urban patchwork quilt
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  Elevation Montage   19
                                                                             Illustration of the new street culture, and life + color of the marketplace 
20   Section A
      Performance Space, Sannadhi Street + Marketplace
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  Section B   21
                                                                             Temple + Marketplace 
22   Section C
      Religious School, Performance Space, Annadhanam Dining Hall, Eateries + Fresh Food Pavillions
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A water system that provides cooling   23
Final Model
A seamless blend of Religion and Commerce 
Clean access from temple plaza to the stepped well   24
Escalating streets distinguish temple from complex   25
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2   Iyadigal Kadavar Kon,  Thirumayilai Kabalicharam. Ed. Valayapettai Krishnan.          
     Mylapore: Kapaleeshwarar Temple, 1982.
   
26   Full Panorama of Final Design
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15   Artisan weaves handicrafts for her shop     
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18   First Pass, Conceptual Model*   
19   Peter Eisenman,  Holocaust Memorial, Berlin, Germany      
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20   First Pass, Conceptual Model*
21   Stepped Well, Abhaneri, Rajasthan      
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23   Steps of landscape, Maharashtra      
       © Harshad Sharma, www.flickr.com
24   Second Pass, Abstraction Refined*      
25    Wooden louvres filter light into market, Souq in Marrakech, Morocco      
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26   Third Pass, Layering of Shelter and Structure*      
27   Makeshift tarps enhance quality of light, Goubert Market, Pondicherry, India      
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28   Third Pass, Layering of Shelter and Structure*      
29   Sea of Tents in an Open Market, Andhra Pradesh, India     
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30   Third Pass, Layering of Shelter and Structure*
31   Translucent cover filters light into religious space, Anandpur, Punjab, India     
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design
1     The seams of Mylapore mended by design*
2     1906, A wide open street for temple procession
       © Notre Dame Architecture Library, www.flickr.com
3     TODAY, Crowded with vehicular traffic and buildings
       © Rama Prasad and Mr. Prasad, 2006. All Rights Reserved. 
4     NEW DESIGN, clean open streets in Mylapore context*
5     The city AS BUILT, packed with high rise buildings*
6     Sketch 1, A release from the congestion, but inaccessible*
7     Final Sketch, An urban release, with clear spatial definition*
8     Concept Board, infusing the city with life with color*
9     Evolution of Design, from site to intervention*
10   Ground Floor Plan + Organization*
11   Sectional Model of ground level changes*
12   Marketplace for informal, semi + permanent retail*
13   Outdoor Performance Space*
14   Dining Hall, Eateries, + Fresh Food Pavillions*
15   Sectional Model of roof design, patchwork in materials and layout* 
16   Roof Floor Plan*
17   Final Model elevation of escalating roofs*
18   Elevation Close-ups, snapshots of street-life to convey the existing urban  
       patchwork quilt* 
19   Elevation Montage, illustration of the new street culture, and life + color of  
       the marketplace*
20   Section A, Performance Space, Sannadhi Street + Marketplace*
21   Section B, Temple + Marketplace*
22   Section C, Religious School, Performance Space, Annadhanam Dining Hall,     
       Eateries + Fresh Food Pavillions*
23   A water system that provides cooling*
24   Clean access from temple plaza to the stepped well*
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25   Escalating streets distinguish temple from complex *
26   Full Panorama of Final Design*
27   Preservation of a religious gem in a modern world of commerce*   
 
O, mind! If you don’t even think of visiting 
he Myalai surrounded by seaside gardens
Before the your dark hair turns white, 
You would have wasted it all.
Iyadigal Kadavar Kon, Ancient Tamil Poet2 
